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ABSTRACT

Long-lived, zonally propagating diurnal rainfall disturbances are a highly pronounced and common feature in the Maritime Continent (MC). A recent study argues that these disturbances can be explained as diurnally phase-locked gravity waves. Here we explore the origins of these waves through regional cloud-permitting numerical model experiments. The gravity waves are reproduced and isolated in the model framework through the combined use of realistic geography and diurnally cyclic lateral boundary conditions representative of both characteristic easterly and westerly background zonal flow regimes. These flow regimes are characteristic of the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) suppressed and active phase in the MC, respectively. Tests are conducted wherein Borneo, Sumatra, or both islands and/or their orography are removed. These tests imply that the diurnal gravity waves are excited and maintained directly by latent heating from the vigorous mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) that form nocturnally in both Borneo and Sumatra. Removing orography has only a secondary impact on both the MCSs and the gravity waves, implying that it is not critical to these waves. We therefore hypothesize that diurnal gravity waves are fundamentally driven by mesoscale organized deep convection, and are only sensitive to orography to the measure that the convection is affected by the orography and its mesoscale flows. Factor separation further reveals that the nonlinear interaction of synchronized diurnal cycles in Sumatra and Borneo slightly amplifies this gravity wave mode compared to if either island existed in isolation. This nonlinear feedback appears most prominently at longitudes directly between the two islands.

1. Introduction

The diurnal cycle is the leading mode of rainfall variability in many regions of the world, particularly in tropical islands and in continental regions adjacent to warm waters (Dai 2001; Ohsawa et al. 2001; Yang and Slingo 2001; Neale and Slingo 2003; Nesbitt and Zipser 2003; Yang and Smith 2006; Kikuchi and Wang 2008; Johnson 2011; Ruppert et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2016). The Maritime Continent (MC) is exemplary for this, where prominent land–sea breeze circulations diurnally trigger deep moist convection each afternoon, which in turn grows upscale into vigorous mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) (Houze et al. 1981; Johnson and Priegnitz 1981; Johnson 1982; Mapes and Houze 1993). These MCSs often propagate offshore overnight, enduring well into the next day (Mori et al. 2004; Yamanaka et al. 2018). A prevalence of long-lived nocturnally offshore-propagating rainfall signatures has been noted in many regions of the world, though the root driver of this propagation remains unclear. The present study investigates this phenomenon in the context of the MC.

Long-lived eastward-propagating nocturnal MCSs routinely develop from afternoon cellular convection in the Rockies during the warm season (Carbone et al. 2002; Carbone and Tuttle 2008). These MCSs are the predominant driver of summertime rainfall in the United States between the Rockies and Appalachians. An analogous phenomenon manifests in continental China east of the Tibetan Plateau during the warm season (Wang et al. 2004; Bao et al. 2011), and likewise for many other continental regions downstream of mountain ranges (e.g., Laing et al. 2008). Many studies have argued that a key driver of this phenomenon is the mountain–plains solenoidal circulation (Carbone and Tuttle 2008; Huang et al. 2010; Sun and Zhang 2012; Bao and Zhang 2013), and the nocturnal low-level jet in the case of the United States (Stensrud 1996; Trier et al. 2014). These mechanisms conspire to promote nocturnal low-level convergence, moistening, and destabilization, and hence provide...
explanations for the triggering and maintenance of these MCSs, though not their propagation.

Yet in other regions, nocturnal propagating convective systems exist both without low-level jets and without continuous orographic forcing, as exemplified by the many examples of offshore-propagating nocturnal systems: in the Tiwi Islands (Carbone et al. 2000), the Panama Bight region (Mapes et al. 2003a,b; Warner et al. 2003), the South China Sea (Aves and Johnson 2008; Chen et al. 2016), the Bay of Bengal (Yang and Slingo 2001; Zuidema 2003), and many of the islands of the MC (Mori et al. 2004; Ichikawa and Yasunari 2006, 2008; Sakurai et al. 2009; Vincent and Lane 2016). This raises the following question: What is common between the coastal and continental regimes? One commonality is a clear nocturnal preference for MCS activity (Nesbitt and Zipser 2003). Largely through two concurrent mechanisms, the diurnal change in atmospheric radiative heating conspires to favor nocturnal organized deep convection (Gray and Jacobson 1977; Randall et al. 1991; Ruppert and Hohenegger 2018). While this argument has primarily been invoked to explain nocturnal–early morning rainfall over oceans (Yang and Slingo 2001; Yang and Smith 2006), its potential role over land has also been implicated (Zhang et al. 2018).

A striking commonality between both the coastal and continental regimes of propagating diurnal MCSs is a horizontal phase speed of \( \sim 15–20 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) (Mapes et al. 2003b; Carbone and Tuttle 2008). This phase speed and assessment of vertical wind profiles rules out the role of both basic advection and synoptic-scale Rossby waves. It is also too fast to be explained by convective cold pools; for density currents to propagate this fast requires associated temperature anomalies exceeding \( \sim 10 \text{ K} \) (Markowski and Richardson 2010). Cold pools of this magnitude are rare, even in the continental regime (Trier et al. 2014). While there is evidence of slower propagation linked to both cold pools and land-breeze density currents embedded within these systems (i.e., \( \sim 3–8 \text{ m s}^{-1} \)) (Houze et al. 1981; Johnson and Bresch 1991; Sakurai et al. 2009; Fujita et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2016; Coppin and Bellon 2019; Ruppert and Zhang 2019, RZ19 henceforth), the faster propagation requires another explanation, which is where gravity waves come in (Tripoli and Cotton 1989; Yang and Slingo 2001; Mapes et al. 2003b; Ichikawa and Yasunari 2007; RZ19).

There is growing support for a gravity wave–convection interaction mechanism for explaining these nocturnal propagating MCSs. Key to their observed phase speeds is the development of high-order gravity wave packets in response to the prominent stratiform heating structure in organized convection (Mapes et al. 2006; Tulich et al. 2007; Tulich and Mapes 2008; Love et al. 2011). These gravity wave modes are characterized by vertical wavelengths smaller than the depth of the troposphere, and accordingly, phase speeds in the range \( \sim 15–20 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) (Nicholls et al. 1991; Mapes 1993). These modes have been found to both destabilize and moisten the lower troposphere ahead of the MCS, in turn driving its discrete forward propagation via the triggering of new convective cells (Mapes 2000; Fovell et al. 2006; Kuang 2008; Tulich and Mapes 2008). This mechanism or similar ones have been invoked to explain MCS evolution and propagation in both the coastal and continental regime (Fovell et al. 2006; Love et al. 2011; Pritchard et al. 2011; Vincent and Lane 2016; Coppin and Bellon 2019).

What is the role of orography in this offshore propagation? In the case of the Panama Bight region, Mapes et al. (2003b) argued that elevated terrain excites a gravity wave, which in turn explains the offshore propagation as follows: solar heating of the boundary layer along a sloped surface creates a localized buoyancy anomaly, which excites a gravity wave that couples with rainfall as it propagates away. Yet, topography varies greatly from region to region, and may not be critical to the offshore propagation or the generation of gravity waves, which may instead be continuously excited by organized convection in accordance with the stratiform-heating mechanism described above. We examine this hypothesis here. Specifically, RZ19 hypothesized that the zonally propagating diurnal MCSs in the MC can be explained as a diurnal gravity wave mode excited by and coupled with vigorous latent heating.

Zonally propagating diurnal convection in the MC is likely especially unique owing to the particular distribution of land and sea there. These systems typically propagate at a phase speed of \( \sim 17 \text{ m s}^{-1} \), and often endure over multiple days (Ichikawa and Yasunari 2007; RZ19). RZ19 provides evidence supporting the interpretation of these disturbances as convectively coupled gravity waves. An especially intriguing consequence of the MC’s geometry is as follows. Since the distance between Borneo and Sumatra is \( \sim 1500 \text{ km} \), the 17 m s\(^{-1}\) phase speed of these systems results in their being situated favorably to couple with diurnal convection over both islands over a 2-day sequence (RZ19). Hence, these diurnal gravity waves are diurnally phase-locked. RZ19 hypothesized that the synchronized diurnal forcing of these two islands drives a stronger gravity wave response than would occur if only one island existed in isolation. We test this hypothesis herein.

The direction of their zonal propagation is strongly controlled by the background low-level flow direction.
Hence, the passage of the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) (Madden and Julian 1972) strongly influences this direction (Ichikawa and Yasunari 2007; RZ19). Specifically, the gravity waves propagate westward under easterly flow at 850 hPa, or during the local suppressed phase of the MJO when the active phase is situated in the central Indian Ocean. Conversely, the disturbances propagate eastward under westerly flow in association with the MJO active phase. Understanding the nature and role of these propagating disturbances, and their sensitivity to the background wind, may ultimately improve our understanding of the complex interaction between the MJO and the MC (Feng et al. 2015; Gonzalez and Jiang 2017; Sakaeda et al. 2017; Zhang and Ling 2017).

Here we examine the origins and sensitivities of the diurnally phase-locked gravity waves in the MC through semi-idealized cloud-permitting numerical model experiments. Realistic geography is imposed in these experiments, while the lateral boundary conditions are semi-idealized by repeating a diurnal composite calculated from a regime of interest, following the technique of several past studies (Trier et al. 2010; Sun and Zhang 2012; Chen et al. 2016). We conduct a series of sensitivity tests modifying the islands or their existence in order to test the study objectives, which are as follows:

1) To assess the dynamic origins of diurnal gravity waves in the MC region and the specific role of orography for these waves.
2) To quantify the nonlinear response to the synchronized diurnal forcing of Borneo and Sumatra.

2. Methodology

The regional cloud-permitting numerical model framework of this study is based on that of Wang et al. (2015), who invoked the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model, version 3.4.1 (Skamarock et al. 2008), to conduct a 2-month simulation over a region covering both the Indian Ocean and MC from 1 October to 15 December. This period spans the primary observing period of the 2011/12 Dynamics of the MJO (DYNAMO) field campaign (Yoneyama et al. 2013), which captured two MJO events. This simulation framework has been employed to study the MJO (Zhang et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2018; Chen and Zhang 2019) and other convectively coupled modes (Ying and Zhang 2017). More recently, RZ19 employed the model setup to investigate the diurnal gravity waves in the MC that are the subject of this study.

This study invokes a virtually identical numerical model setup to that of RZ19 and Wang et al. (2015), but using a different model domain (Fig. 1) and forced using modified lateral boundary conditions, as described below. The model domain is reduced in size since our focus is on the MC. The model grid is discretized with 9-km horizontal spacing, with 45 stretched vertical levels and a top at 20 hPa. The vertical grid includes 9 levels in the lowest 1.2 km, where spacing Δz ranges from ~50 to 200 m; Δz increases to 800 m by z ~ 15 km, and peaks at 1000 m for z ~ 20 km. This grid spacing adequately captures the mesoscale convective motions and their coupling with the large scale, although it does not properly resolve individual convective elements (Chen et al. 2018). The two-moment WRF microphysics scheme is invoked. Radiation is treated using the RRTMG longwave scheme (Iacono et al. 2008) and the updated Goddard shortwave model (Chou and Suarez 1994; Shi et al. 2010). The surface is treated with Noah physics and the ocean surface skin temperature scheme of Zeng and Beljaars (2005). Refer to Wang et al. (2015) for additional details.

RZ19 used a threshold of low-pass-filtered zonal flow at 850 hPa to identify regimes of daily mean easterly and
westerly flow over the MC, which neatly distinguishes regimes of westward- and eastward-propagating diurnal gravity waves, respectively (cf. Fig. 2 of RZ19). We use these two regimes here. The easterly regime (13–30 October 2011, inclusive) closely corresponds with the suppressed phase of the MJO in the MC, as during this period the MJO convective envelope was situated in the Indian Ocean. This regime is also analogous to an active northeasterly monsoon period in the MC (Houze et al. 1981; Johnson and Priegnitz 1981). The westerly regime (1–10 October and 1–10 November) is characteristic of the MJO active phase in the MC. The majority of the study relies on the easterly regime, with some analysis repeated for the westerly regime to demonstrate robustness.

Special lateral boundary conditions are imposed to simulate the diurnal gravity waves and isolate them from other variability. Namely, using the above two regimes, we generate diurnally cyclic boundary conditions by averaging 6-hourly reanalysis data in time as a function of hour, yielding a single diurnal composite for both. For example, the composite cyclic boundary conditions at 0000 UTC for the easterly regime represent the average of the reanalysis at all 0000 UTC samples from 13 to 30 October 2011, and so forth. This procedure is applied to all meteorological input variables. The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim) is invoked for these boundary conditions (Dee et al. 2011).

All of the simulations of the study are summarized in Table 1. A control simulation (CTL) is conducted on the domain shown in Fig. 1 using the easterly regime diurnal composite repeated in time for 30 days to assess its evolution. The simulation reaches a statistically steady state in <5 days and is qualitatively unchanged thereafter (Fig. 3; only the first 10 days are shown). We therefore focus on the first 10 days of this simulation, and run all other tests for only 10 days. All analysis is based on hourly model output. A control test is also conducted for the westerly regime, W_CTL (all tests for this regime have the prefix “W_” in their name).

Several sensitivity tests are conducted to address the study objectives. Each test is identical to CTL but for the modification(s) indicated. To assess if the diurnal gravity waves are influenced by external forcing outside the model domain, the test CONSTBC is conducted where the lateral boundary conditions are fixed to the composite time-mean of 13–30 October. In the next four tests, only the lower boundary condition is modified, keeping the lateral boundary conditions as in CTL. For the tests NOSUM, NOBORN, and NOLID, all land (and orography) is removed in the corresponding annotated squares in Fig. 1 by replacing it with ocean in all pertinent quantities. In NOOROG, land is retained but the orography is flattened in the rectangle annotated NOLID. The initial atmospheric state is also modified in these tests to account for the removal or orography: the mass, moisture, and flow fields of columns with flattened orography are replaced throughout the vertical by spatial averages over ocean points that fall within the corresponding rectangle. We repeat the orographic and land removal tests for the westerly regime: W_NOOROG and W_NOLID.

Next, to clearly identify the specific role of diurnal forcing, solar forcing is fixed to its daily mean in the test NODC, as in several past studies (Mapes et al. 2003b; Hagos et al. 2016; Ruppert 2016; Ruppert and Johnson 2016). We do so by matching solar forcing to its insolation-weighted daily mean, following Cronin (2014). Namely, the solar zenith angle is set to 48.19° and the solar constant is set to 659 W m⁻² in the solar radiation scheme, yielding a constant TOA insolation of 429 W m⁻² over the MC, which matches the daily average of that in CTL. Moreover, this approach yields a better match of atmospheric solar heating between CTL and NODC than other approaches to fix insolation (Cronin 2014). The lateral boundary conditions are also fixed to the daily mean in NODC, as in CONSTBC.

Last, two sensitivity tests are conducted to assess sensitivities to model and domain specifications. To assess the sensitivity to grid spacing, a high-resolution test (HIRES) is conducted with 3-km horizontal grid spacing and 55 vertical levels. To assess the sensitivity to domain size, the test LARGEX is conducted on a domain that is greatly expanded in longitude (Fig. 1). Several other domain-size tests were conducted with the lateral
boundaries pushed farther away from the MC. In all such tests, the diurnal gravity waves in the MC appear qualitatively consistently, and hence these other tests are left out for brevity.

3. Analysis

a. Character and origins of diurnal gravity waves

The mean states of the two control simulations, CTL and W_CTL, are depicted through time-mean cross sections averaged from 3°S to 3°N (Fig. 2). The dramatic distinctions between these regimes are clear, and are consistent with the local life cycle of the MJO. The general character of these regimes is also consistent with both reanalysis and the longer continuous simulations of RZ19 (their Fig. 3). In the easterly regime, easterly flow prevails throughout the column, with high values of humidity confined to the lower–midtroposphere over much of the MC. The easterlies decrease in strength with height over the MC and weaken over the Indian Ocean in the lower troposphere, consistent with low-level convergence over the Indian Ocean (~93°E) in connection with the MJO convective envelope. The mean humidity field is characterized by a moist boundary layer and lower free troposphere, with moisture substantially increasing toward the western edge of the domain in connection with this convergent flow. This zonal flow pattern closely matches that in reanalysis for the same composite time period (Fig. 3a of RZ19). It is possible that the high humidity near the western edge of the model domain is a moist bias due to the constant daily mean forcing imposed by the idealized boundary conditions, given that it does not appear in simulations with time-varying boundary conditions (Fig. 3e of RZ19). Rainfall exhibits two prominent peaks up to ~30 mm day⁻¹ associated with the two islands, with a weaker third peak over the Indian Ocean linked to the convergent flow there.

The westerly regime, in contrast, is characterized by a much moister free troposphere, with strong westerlies from the surface up to midlevels, which weaken toward the east (Fig. 2). This strong low-level westerly flow and convergence over the eastern MC is consistent with the active phase of the MJO. While there is rainfall of ~20 mm day⁻¹ over much of the region, there are not as clear of peaks over the islands as compared to the easterly regime. This difference may owe to suppressed shortwave surface heating due to greater cloud cover in...
this regime (Oh et al. 2012; Hagos et al. 2016; Sakaeda et al. 2017; Zhang and Ling 2017; Ling et al. 2019). This regime is nonetheless characterized by prominent diurnal variation of convection, as described later.

Hovmöller diagrams for CTL (the easterly regime) reveal very prominent westward-propagating disturbances, consistent with those described by Ichikawa and Yasunari (2007) and RZ19 under background easterly flow (Fig. 3). The disturbances are characterized by two prominent daily rainfall peaks that propagate westward over and offshore from both Borneo and Sumatra. As will be demonstrated, these two diurnal peaks are linked through their coupling with a propagating diurnal gravity wave. This gravity wave mode appears very prominently beginning on the first or second simulated day, and remains qualitatively similar throughout the 10-day period shown. The wave becomes slightly stronger over the 10-day period in terms of rainfall magnitude, as the zonal easterly flow strengthens by \( \sim 1-2 \text{ m s}^{-1} \). The exact cause for this subtle zonal flow increase remains uncertain, though it is likely tied to the idealized nature of the study, as it is similarly apparent in the other simulations of this regime (Fig. 3). A slight day-to-day increase of rainfall between the western domain edge and \( \sim 100^\circ \text{E} \) is also apparent in CTL, likely owing to increasing moisture in this region in connection with persistent low-level convergence (Fig. 2). These subtle changes over the 10-day period do not affect the qualitative character of the gravity wave mode.

The mean gravity wave structure is depicted next through diurnal composites of rainfall and zonal wind with the mean removed \( u' \) at 150 hPa (Fig. 4), which are calculated by averaging from days 5–10 as a function of local time (LT). The composite gravity waves in CTL exhibit a westward phase speed of \( \sim 18 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) based on \( u' \). This \( u' \) signal implies upper-level divergence roughly colocated with enhanced rainfall. The two prominent rainfall maxima propagate more slowly than the \( u' \) signal \( (\sim 11 \text{ m s}^{-1}) \), and hence appear disconnected in time between the islands (i.e., \( \sim 105^\circ-107^\circ \text{E} \)). Nonetheless, the space–time continuity of the \( u' \) signal implies that the diurnal gravity wave coupled to this rainfall signal is continuous between the diurnal convective cycles of both islands. This is consistent with the findings of RZ19. This relationship implies that the overriding gravity wave likely orchestrates the development of sequential rainfall events along its trajectory (i.e., via discrete propagation; Fovell et al. 2006; Tulich et al. 2007). The phase speed of \( \sim 18 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) is \( \sim 1 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) faster than that noted by RZ19. This difference may owe to slightly stronger background easterly low-level flow in this simulation owing to the special boundary conditions imposed (e.g., compare Fig. 2 with Fig. 3a of RZ19). Nonetheless, these gravity waves are highly consistent with those of RZ19—namely, they are diurnally phase-locked, in that they propagate the distance between Borneo and Sumatra in one diurnal cycle and couple with the diurnal convective cycles over both islands.

The signals in both rainfall and \( u' \) in CTL appear to originate in the vicinity of eastern Borneo \( (\sim 115^\circ \text{E}) \), with rainfall strongly increasing starting around 1600 LT (Fig. 4). This Borneo rainfall system peaks around midnight, continues to migrate westward through morning, and connects with a secondary rainfall maximum around noon the next day in the Karimata Strait \( (\sim 107^\circ \text{E}; \text{the sea between Borneo and Sumatra}) \). Rainfall also begins increasing around noon in the eastern Sumatra and Malay Peninsula region, intensifying throughout the afternoon, and again peaking around midnight over Sumatra’s steepest slopes and the coastline \( (\sim 100^\circ \text{E}) \). This rainfall system then persists for at least another 12 h as it continues westward. Comparison with both TRMM rainfall and more realistic WRF simulations suggests that this diurnal evolution is realistic (Figs. 2a and 4a,c of RZ19).

Horizontal maps of diurnal composite 150-hPa \( u' \) and virtual potential temperature with the time-mean and time-varying zonal mean removed \( \theta_e^* \) are shown in Fig. 5. Composite total wind and rainfall are overlaid. With smoothing applied, these fields emphasize mesoscale–synoptic-scale signals rather than those of individual thunderstorms. As in Fig. 4, a regular wavelike pattern in \( u' \) and \( \theta_e^* \) extends well across both Borneo and Sumatra in the zonal direction, with the wave patterns also extending at least \( \sim 10^\circ \) in latitude. The maps also reveal an important gravity wave signature: divergent zonal flow peaks over areas of strongest rainfall (Fig. 5b), with associated peaks in \( \theta_e^* \) (Fig. 5a) shifted \( 90^\circ \) in phase relative to the \( u' \) signal. This out-of-phase wave signal may project onto the equatorially trapped \( n = 1 \) westward inertio-gravity wave (e.g., Kiladis et al. 2009), though it is perhaps more accurately described as mesoscale in nature, given that it assumes the geometry of the islands. A clear example of this is the northwest–southeast orientation of its signal offshore (southwest) of Sumatra.

To examine this gravity wave mode and its interaction with deep convection more closely, diurnal composite cross sections are provided for vertical motion \( w \), \( u' \), and \( \theta_e \) (Fig. 6). The qualitative consistency of these cross sections with those of RZ19 corroborates that this semi-idealized framework realistically reproduces these diurnal gravity waves. Two very prominent mesoscale updrafts appear with an approximately synchronized
FIG. 3. Zonal Hovmöller diagrams averaged from 3°S to 3°N with rainfall (grayscale shading) and 850-hPa zonal wind $u$ (red to blue shading).
evolution over the Borneo and Sumatra regions beginning around 1900 LT, indicative of evening or nocturnal MCS development likely triggered by the land breeze (Fig. 6a) (Houze et al. 1981; Johnson 1982; RZ19). The associated maxima in $w$ are top-heavy, with peaks in the upper troposphere extending beyond 200 hPa, consistent with a large proportion of stratiform precipitation within the MCSs (Houze et al. 1981). These systems are characterized by peak rainfall through the midnight period, from 2200 to 0100 LT. Tracking the rainfall peaks through time indicates an apparent propagation of $\sim 11$ m s$^{-1}$, in contrast to the prominent upper-level anomalies in $u'$ and $\theta^e$, which propagate $\sim 7$ m s$^{-1}$ faster (Figs. 4 and 6b,c).

As in RZ19, $u'$ and $\theta^e$ exhibit very prominent upward- and downward-tilted rays that appear to radiate westward away from a source in the mid- to upper troposphere (Figs. 6b,c). These signatures are in quadrature, consistent with gravity wave energy excited by a westward-moving tropospheric heat source (Takayabu et al. 1996; Kiladis et al. 2009). These signatures are strongest over the two main MCSs of Borneo and Sumatra from 2200 to 0700 LT, with upper-level divergence situated near the strongest rainfall, as in the maps in Fig. 5. This relationship exemplifies the strong coupling between the gravity wave and the deep convection. Furthermore, these relationships support the hypothesis of RZ19 that these diurnal gravity waves are excited and maintained primarily by latent heating from the vigorous diurnal MCSs of Borneo and Sumatra (Raymond 1984; Tripoli and Cotton 1989).

The sensitivity test HIRES indicates that these gravity waves are qualitatively insensitive to the selection of horizontal resolution (Fig. 4): namely, the gravity waves

---

**Fig. 4.** Diurnal composite zonal Hovmöller diagrams averaged from 3°S to 3°N for days 5–10, with diurnal-anomaly rainfall $r'$ (contoured every 6 mm day$^{-1}$) and 150-hPa $u$ with the time-mean subtracted $u'$ (shaded). Variables are smoothed using Gaussian filters with standard deviations of 0.5° in longitude and 1 h in time. Phase speed lines of 18 (black dashed) and 11 and 13 m s$^{-1}$ (magenta solid) are depicted.
appear in HIRES with very similar westward phase speed and positioning. With higher resolution, however, both the associated rainfall and zonal flow anomalies reach greater amplitude. The MCSs in HIRES also exhibit faster westward motion, by \( \sim 2 \text{ m s}^{-1} \). RZ19 found that the westward motion of these MCSs is consistent with density current theory based on estimated cold pool strength. Following this argument, faster MCS motion in HIRES likely owes to stronger precipitation-driven cold pools in connection with more intense rainfall. More generally, this sensitivity emphasizes that the 9-km horizontal grid mesh of CTL underresolves some features of the moist convection, although the 9-km grid nonetheless captures the convection–gravity wave coupling with qualitative consistency to the 3-km grid. The sensitivity test LARGEX further indicates that the westward phase speed and positioning of gravity waves is qualitatively insensitive to the exact locations of the lateral domain boundaries.
This relative insensitivity to the locations of the boundary edges implies that the waves are generated internally within the model domain.

The remaining sensitivity tests provide deeper insights into the origins of the gravity waves (Figs. 3 and 4). The very close match between CTL and CONSTBC indicates that the waves are not sensitive to the time-varying lateral boundary conditions, thereby confirming that they are excited by local diurnal forcing within the model domain. This is consistent with the general insensitivity to domain edge location as indicated by LARGEX. Comparing CTL with NOLAND\(^1\) reveals that land–sea contrast due to the islands is of first-order importance for the gravity waves (Figs. 3 and 4). Namely, owing to this land–sea contrast, the diurnal land–sea breeze systems trigger vigorous nocturnal MCSs (Houze et al. 1981; Johnson and Kriete 1982; Mori et al. 2004), which in turn are critical to exciting the gravity waves. The critical role of the deep convection in exciting these waves is corroborated by the westward-tilted rays in \(u'\) and \(\theta_e^*\), indicative of vertical propagation of gravity wave energy in response to a westward-moving heat source (Figs. 6b,c). In the test NODC, there is no diurnal variability, by design, and hence no diurnal gravity waves (Fig. 3). The variance apparent in this test is unrelated to the diurnal cycle, and owes instead to modes that develop internally (not explored here). It is intriguing to note, nonetheless, that rainfall in NODC is much greater than in

\(^1\)While virtually all trace of the diurnal gravity waves is absent in this test, some remains. This remnant signal is due to diurnal forcing from the very mountainous island of Sulawesi located east of Borneo (just inside the eastern edge of the model domain), which is not removed in this test.

Fig. 6. Diurnal composite zonal cross sections averaged from 3°S to 3°N in CTL for days 5–10, including (a) vertical motion \(w\), (b) \(u'\), and (c) \(\theta_e^*\). Rainfall is overlaid (mm h\(^{-1}\); according to the right ordinate), with hashes along the abscissa marking local maxima. Topography is depicted beneath each panel (not to any scale). Values of \(w (\theta_e^*)\) is zonally smoothed using a Gaussian filter with three- (two-) point standard deviation. Phase speed lines of 11 (blue solid) and 18 m s\(^{-1}\) (black dashed) are depicted.
NOLAND, implying that basic-state forcing due to islands, in the absence of diurnal forcing, also plays a vital role in island rainfall enhancement (Qian 2008; Cronin et al. 2015). This subject is explored in a separate study by the authors (Ruppert and Chen 2020).

Removing the orography of both island regions (NOOROG) has only a second-order impact on the gravity waves compared to fully removing the islands (Figs. 3 and 4). The individual propagating rainfall features in NOOROG are characterized by shorter lifetimes, however, as exemplified in particular by weaker rainfall and upper-level signatures in $\omega'$ over the Karimata Strait and to the west of Sumatra. We suggest two potential explanations for this secondary orographic influence. The first is the asymmetry in the land–sea breeze system caused by topography. The theoretical study of Qian et al. (2012) indicates that sloped terrain near the coastline can amplify the nocturnal land–breeze density current and its offshore propagation rate, as follows. The sloped terrain blocks the inland penetration of the daytime sea breeze, causing a cold pool to develop near the coastline. This cold pool later becomes the nocturnal land breeze, which is then further strengthened by nocturnal cooling. Chen et al. (2016) found that the diurnal offshore rainfall propagation near coastal southern China can be explained by this process. It is plausible that this orographic land–breeze amplification mechanism plays a role in promoting stronger offshore convective triggering, and in consequence, a stronger gravity wave through its coupling with convection.

The second potential explanation for orographic enhancement of the gravity waves offshore is the role of diurnal heating and cooling of sloped terrain and the specific gravity wave response to this forcing, as proposed by Mapes et al. (2003b). They argued that this orographically generated gravity wave mechanism is vital to the offshore-propagating diurnal rainfall signals in the Panama Bight region. While it is possible that this orographic gravity wave mechanism is important to explaining these differences between the rainfall signals of CTL and NOOROG, these results nonetheless demonstrate that this mechanism is not vital to the diurnal gravity waves in the MC.

This result stands in contrast to the experiments of Mapes et al. (2003b), wherein they found that removing orography completely removed the diurnal gravity waves. A major difference between the Panama Bight region and the MC is that the Andes Mountains, given their extreme nature, likely play a much more critical role in determining the mesoscale–synoptic-scale circulation in that region. When Mapes et al. removed orography, this indeed also dramatically altered the lower-tropospheric flow impinging on the Andes, in turn causing substantial changes to rainfall across the basin. In our study, in contrast, removing orography does not dramatically affect the mean flow, nor mean rainfall (Fig. 3). An additional potential contributing factor to this distinct finding is the role of higher convective instability in the MC region, which may allow for more easy triggering of convection. This possibility is worth investigating in the future.

Given the above arguments, we propose the following hypothesis that future work may test: offshore-propagating diurnal gravity waves and coupled rainfall signatures are fundamentally triggered by organized deep convection, and are only sensitive to orography to the extent that deep convection is sensitive to orographically driven mesoscale flows. The link between orography, mesoscale flows, and moist convection may manifest through one or several distinct mechanisms, including the two examples described above. According to this hypothesis, however, organized deep moist convection, rather than orography, is viewed as the critical driving force that excites the diurnal gravity waves.

Next, the simulations conducted for the westerly regime are examined. The results of both Ichikawa and Yasunari (2007) and RZ19 suggest that these diurnal modes propagate eastward under westerly flow. A potentially important distinction of this regime from the easterly flow regime is much stronger vertical shear, with easterly flow in the upper troposphere and westerlies in the lower troposphere (Fig. 2) (RZ19). The influence of this distinction on the waves and the convection they couple with is assessed next.

Hovmöller diagrams of rainfall and 850-hPa flow for W_CTL reveal very prominent eastward-propagating diurnal modes (Fig. 7). These modes are indeed more prominent than in the corresponding composite of RZ19. Higher-amplitude diurnal variability is a common effect when diurnal composite lateral boundary conditions are imposed, and likely owes to the effective filtering of variability at longer time scales (Sun and Zhang 2012; Trier et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2016, 2017). Diurnal composites for these tests are provided in Fig. 8, with $\omega'$ shown at 400 instead of 150 hPa. We choose this level because convection peaks at a lower level in this regime, and hence so does divergence, as compared to the easterly flow regime (shown later).

These modes exhibit an eastward phase speed of $\sim 14 \text{ m s}^{-1}$, with discontinuous propagation between Sumatra and Borneo (Fig. 8). Convection first intensifies around 1900 LT in the vicinity of Sumatra ($\sim 100^\circ$E), propagating eastward into central Borneo ($\sim 114^\circ$E) through the early morning hours. But convection is unsupported over Borneo at these hours, and hence as
Convection later intensifies around 1900 LT, propagation appears to effectively restart from this longitude and time. Flattening orography effectively removes this discontinuity in W_NOOROG (Fig. 8). Although convection develops over Sumatra around the same time (~1900 LT), its subsequent eastward propagation is continuous across Borneo, owing to diurnal convection being delayed there by ~6 h as compared to W_CTL. These results imply that the mountain range of central Borneo (Fig. 1) exerts a strong control over the diurnal timing of rainfall there in this flow regime. These results also imply that when the phase speed does not perfectly match the diurnal phase-locking phase speed of ~17–18 m s<sup>-1</sup> (given the Borneo–Sumatra separation of ~1500 km), the diurnal gravity wave propagation may be disrupted by local diurnal convective forcing.

While it is difficult to identify the exact cause for the slower phase speed in W_CTL as compared to CTL (Figs. 4 and 8), the flow regimes are very distinct, with the westerly regime having much stronger vertical shear due to the flow reversal from low to upper levels (Fig. 2). While we do not yet fully understand the cause for this distinction, we may nevertheless further examine the nature of these modes.

Cross sections are provided for W_CTL in Fig. 9, which are analogous to those provided for CTL (Fig. 6). One clear difference of the deep convection here as compared to CTL is a prominent westward tilt with height, which likely owes to the strongly sheared zonal flow pattern (Figs. 2 and 9a). In addition, convection is more bottom-heavy than that in CTL, especially that originating in Sumatra, which is characterized by peaks in w maximizing from ~300 to 500 hPa. This implies a lower fraction of stratiform rainfall and greater proportion of convection in the westerly regime. Yet, in other senses there are many parallels between the regimes. As in CTL, the convective systems propagate slower (~11 m s<sup>-1</sup>) than the overriding gravity wave manifest in u<sub>0</sub> and θ<sub>0</sub>. Furthermore, as in CTL, the cross sections reveal prominent upward- and downward-tilted rays in u<sub>0</sub> and θ<sub>0</sub> that radiate eastward from (ahead of) a source in the upper troposphere (Figs. 6b,c). These quadrature signatures are indicative of gravity wave energy excited by an eastward-moving heat source, consistent with the results from CTL.

Comparing the tests W_CTL, W_NOOROG, and W_NOLAND supports the conclusions drawn from the easterly regime (Figs. 7 and 8). Namely, to first order, the diurnal gravity waves are similar in character both with and without orography, while the removal of land fully removes the diurnal propagating signal. W_NOLAND does exhibit propagating modes that are prominent in comparison with NOLAND, albeit without diurnal phasing (Figs. 4, 8, and 9). Greater rainfall in W_NOLAND than in NOLAND is consistent with more moist conditions in the former due to the MJO active phase (Fig. 2).
between the westerly and easterly regimes, as noted earlier, is that the gravity waves of the westerly regime appear to be discontinuous in time across Borneo with orography included and more continuous without it (Fig. 8). This impact implies that the mountain range of central Borneo strongly controls the diurnal triggering of rainfall; with this orography removed, the gravity wave more strongly governs rainfall timing.

The overall results of both the easterly regime and westerly regime indicate that orography plays a secondary role to the diurnal gravity waves of the MC. Orography modulates details of these gravity waves, such as the relative amount of offshore rainfall and the exact timing of inland convective initiation (Figs. 4 and 8). Yet, it appears to not be vital to either the existence of these waves or their phase speed. We therefore conclude that latent heating from organized moist convection is more critical to exciting and maintaining these waves (Raymond 1984; Tripoli and Cotton 1989; RZ19).

b. Impact of synchronized diurnal forcing of Borneo and Sumatra

In this section we discuss the potential feedback exerted on the diurnal gravity waves by the synchronized diurnal forcing of Sumatra and Borneo using the easterly composite. RZ19 hypothesized that the synchronized diurnal MCS activity in the two island regions results in a stronger diurnal gravity wave response than would otherwise occur. The model tests CTL, NOLAND, NOBORN, and NOSUM are invoked to test this hypothesis. Factor separation is used to isolate the nonlinear interaction between the two islands. We seek to isolate the distinct impacts of the two islands, which hence serve as two independent factors. We require \(2^n = 4\) separate simulations to isolate these factors, where \(n\) is the number of factors (Stein and Alpert 1993). The nonlinear forcing can therefore be written as \(f_{NL} = f_{12} - (f_1 + f_2) + f_0\), where \(f_0\) excludes both factors (i.e., NOLAND), \(f_1\) (NOBORN), and \(f_2\) (NOSUM) are the individual factors, and \(f_{12}\) includes both factors (CTL). We may also write \(f_L = f_1 + f_2 - f_0\), where \(f_L\) is the linear sum of the two factors.

The results of this factor separation are depicted in Fig. 10, which displays diurnal composites (as in Fig. 4) for the different factor terms. To first order, the diurnally forced gravity wave response to each island, sums linearly to form the pattern of CTL, as depicted in \(f_L\). A systematic pattern in \(f_{NL}\) is apparent, however: the wave signature in upper-level \(u'\) is amplified and/or phase shifted later in time by \(\sim 3\) h directly between the two main MCS forcing regions of the two islands, that is, from \(\sim 102^\circ\) to \(110^\circ\)E. Weak amplification of this signal is apparent in positive \(u'\) anomalies across most of Sumatra and its immediate offshore region, that is, out to \(\sim 93^\circ\)E. Several isolated regions of rainfall indicate an associated intensification of rainfall in \(f_{NL}\): that is, a center near \(105^\circ\)E, one from \(100^\circ\) to \(103^\circ\)E, and a broader one from \(\sim 93^\circ\) to \(99^\circ\)E. While these rainfall anomalies are difficult to interpret individually, taken together with the more contiguous associated \(u'\) signature, they suggest a minor amplification of the diurnal gravity wave. The large-magnitude rainfall anomalies near the western edge of the domain are difficult to explain, and may be influenced by spurious domain edge effects, such as reflection.

These findings support the hypothesis that the synchronized diurnal forcing of Borneo and Sumatra amplifies the diurnal gravity wave signal, compared to if either island existed in isolation. More generally, this

---

**Fig. 8.** As in Fig. 4, but for the simulations conducted using the westerly wind regime composite, and with \(u'\) at 400 hPa. Phase speed lines of \(14\) m s\(^{-1}\) (black dashed) are depicted.
indicates that islands within a certain proximity of one another are modulated by the diurnal circulation forcing from their neighboring islands, which in turn influences diurnal rainfall signatures. Yet, this effect appears to be secondary, at most, to the linear sum of the gravity waves forced by the two islands individually.

4. Summary and conclusions

The Maritime Continent (MC) is characterized by very prominent, long-lived diurnal rainfall disturbances that propagate zonally across multiple islands and span multiple days (Ichikawa and Yasunari 2007). A recent study by RZ19 suggests that these disturbances can be explained as diurnally phase-locked gravity waves. The present study has investigated the dynamics and origins of these gravity waves through a set of regional cloud-permitting model experiments that invoke diurnally cyclic lateral boundary conditions and realistic geography. We have conducted experiments for two regimes: 1) an easterly flow regime characteristic of the MJO suppressed phase in the MC, and 2) a westerly regime characteristic of the MJO active phase in the MC. These regimes are characterized by westward- and eastward-propagating diurnal waves, respectively.

The origins and nature of these gravity waves have been investigated through sensitivity tests either with the orography of Borneo and/or Sumatra removed or with the islands removed in entirety. These tests demonstrate that the diurnal gravity waves owe their existence to latent heating from the vigorous nocturnal mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) that form in both Borneo and Sumatra. We have also found that while orography may influence the evolution of the MCSs, it is not critical to the existence of the diurnal gravity waves.

These gravity waves are diurnally phase-locked, meaning that they propagate the distance between Borneo and Sumatra in approximately 24 h (RZ19). Given this phasing, they couple with the diurnal cycle of deep organized convection in both Borneo and
Sumatra. RZ19 hypothesized that the synchronized diurnal forcing of Borneo and Sumatra promotes a stronger gravity wave response compared to if the islands existed in isolation. The results of factor separation indicate that nonlinear interaction of these two islands' diurnal cycles indeed slightly amplifies this gravity wave mode, especially at longitude between the two islands. This nonlinear component is a small-order effect, however, and therefore, the propagating gravity wave mode in this case can be represented to first order by the linear sum of the responses to each island as simulated in isolation.

The overall conclusion of this study is that latent heating from deep convection is vital to both exciting and maintaining the zonally propagating diurnal gravity waves of the MC. Further study is required to determine whether or not these findings apply for offshore-propagating diurnal rainfall systems in other regions, or for nocturnal propagating convection in continental regimes downstream of major mountain chains. To this end, we suggest the following hypothesis that future studies may examine: diurnal gravity waves and their associated coupled rainfall signatures are driven by latent heating due to vigorous organized convection, and are only sensitive to orography to the extent that the deep convection is triggered by or modulated by orographic flows.
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